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“We use glass in many ways. Can you name ve things
in your home that are made out of glass? Some glass 
things are made by machines in factories, and some 
are made by hand. How is glass made?”

•  Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion of topic.

•  Develop research skills based on this topic.

•  Use Table of Contents to locate specific information.

•  Refer to Glossary to clarify basic concepts.

•  Notice compound words:  glassblower  inside

•  Develop visual discrimination:  made/make  now/new

•  Identify antonyms:  hot/cold  new/old

•  Use captions to expand on text.

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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              .  Glass has been used for a long time
            .The first glass came from a volcano
              The fire inside the volcano was so
          .hot that it made sand melt
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obsidian
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          ,    When the sand got cold again it
      .      had turned into glass This glass

    .        is called obsidian A long time
,            .ago people used it as a tool
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